Due to the recent explosive progress of WWW (World-Wide Web), we can easily access a large number of images on WWW. There are, however, no established methods to make use of WWW as a large image database. In this paper, we describe an automatic image-gathering system from WWW, in which we use both keywords and image features. By exploiting some existing keyword-based search engines and selecting images by their image features, our system obtains, with high accuracy, images that are relevant to query keywords. Our system has the following two novel properties: (1) It does not need to make a huge index for a great number of images on the whole WWW because of taking advantage of commercial keyword-based text-search engines. (2) It can gather a lot of images related to given keywords fullautomatically without a user's intervention during the processing. The system has been implemented on a parallel PC cluster, which enables us to gather more than one hundred images from WWW in about one minute. q
Introduction
Thanks to the recent explosive progress of WWW (World-Wide Web), we can easily access a large number of images from WWW. Hence, we can regard WWW as a huge image database. However, most of those images on WWW are not classified with appropriate keywords.
We can use commercial search engines for searching WWW for HTML documents by giving them related keywords. In a similar way, we can also use some image search engines for searching WWW for images related to keywords. However, most of image search engines such as Google Image Search [1] , Ditto [2] , Lycos Multimedia Search [3] and AltaVista Image Search [4] search for images by analyzing only keywords in HTML documents including images, without analyzing the contents of those images. As a result, their search results tend to include not only relevant images but also many irrelevant images to given keywords. Sometimes they returned completely irrelevant images such as advertising banner images, logos, buttons and background images.
As a method of image-searching, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been investigated [5, 6] . The conventional keyword-based image search methods require appropriate keywords, attached to all images in a database, which have to be made by hand in advance, whereas CBIR does not require such keywords. In CBIR, some types of similarity between images are computed using image features extracted from images. Thus, we can search for images similar to query images.
For constructing an image search system on WWW based not only on keywords but also on the contents of images, in this paper, we propose an automatic imagegathering system on WWW, into which we have integrated a keyword-based search method and a CBIR method. So far, several WWW image search systems employing both a keyword-based search and an image-feature-based search are proposed. Out system differs from them in the following two novel properties: (1) Our system does not need to make a huge index for a great number of images on the whole WWW because of taking advantage of commercial keyword-based text-search engines. www.elsevier.com/locate/imavis keywords to the system at the beginning of a search, and obtains output images that are relevant to the keywords without a user's intervention during the processing. The property without a user's intervention during the processing is important for us, since our objective of this system is gathering a large number of images related given keywords. Our initial motivation for implementing this system is to gather a large number of images for 'Web image mining' research [7] .
We have implemented the system on a PC cluster as a parallel system for achieving fast image-gathering, which enables us to gather more than one hundred images from WWW in about one minute. In this paper, we describe our method of gathering images from WWW, a parallel implementation of the system and results of the experiments.
Related works
Some WWW image search systems analyzing images have been reported so far. Representative works are PicToSeek [8, 9] , ImageScape [10] , WebSeer [11] , WebSEEk [12] and Image Rover [13] .
PicToSeek [8, 9] and ImageScape [10] use the CBIR method but do not use a keyword-based search method. They collect images on the Web in advance, and search collected images for images a user want to see in the CBIR way. PicToSeek provides image search by combining visual browsing through the pre-computed image catalogue, query by pictorial example and query by image features. In addition to example-image-based query of PicToSeek, ImageScape allows sketch-based and icon-based queries.
WebSeer, WebSEEk and Image Rover carry out keyword-based search by using textual information included in HTML files with embedded image files. This is completely different from the former two systems. This method is commonly used by commercial WWW image search engines, and is basically same to the method that textbased WWW search engines search for Web pages.
For WebSeer [11] , a user indicate keywords and image features such as image size, principal colors, discrimination of photo/figure and existence of human faces for searching for images. It uses image contents by using the existing image recognition modules for specific domains such as a face detector [14] . This system does not use the similarity of images based on image features, so that cannot carry out the image-similarity-based search. It does not use image features effectively except for images including human faces.
On the other hand, WebSEEk [12] and Image Rover [13] can be regarded as combination of keyword-based search and CBIR. These systems search for images based on the query keywords first, and next a user selects query images from search results. After this selection by the user, the systems search for images that are similar to the query images based on image features.
WebSEEk employs VisualSeek [15] developed by the same research group as its CBIR engine. While keywordbased search and image-feature-based search of WebSeek are independent processings, Image Rover realizes a full integration of keyword-based search and image-featurebased search by combining image feature vectors and word vectors of HTML files with embedded images.
These two systems, WebSEEk and Image Rover, carry out the two-step search in an interactive manner. This interactive search aims to search for a few highly relevant images, not to gather a large number of relevant images. Such two-step interactive search is not appropriate for gathering a large number of images, since a user has to check all displayed images after keyword-based search and to select some images from them for a second-step CBIR search.
Our system is different from those in that our system only needs one-time input of query keywords. Our system is able to gather a large number of various images related to the keywords with only initial input of keywords quickly, since it is unnecessary for a user to indicate query images during the processing, and the whole processing is executed automatically. Therefore, our system can gather many kinds of images consecutively after providing many kinds of keywords at once.
Our initial motivation for implementing this system is to gather a large number of images for 'Web image mining' research [7] . The ability of gathering a large number of images automatically is an important property for Web image mining. In Web image mining, we gather visual knowledge for generic image classification/recognition from WWW. As works for real-world generic image classification, so far, automatic attaching keywords [16 -18] and semantic search [19, 20] have been proposed. In these works, since training images with correct keywords are required, commercial image collections are used as training images, for example, Corel Image Library. However, most of the images in commercial image collections are well-arranged images taken by professional photographers, and many similar images are included in them. They are different from images of real-world scenes taken by the people with commodity cameras. There are many images taken by the people on WWW, which have the larger diversity compared to commercial image collections. We have been proposing that for realizing generic image classification it is indispensable to utilize real-world images gathering from the Web. Web image mining requires gathering a large number of images related to given keywords, and our system is suitable for it.
Furthermore, the five systems quoted above require crawling over WWW in advance for gathering Web images and making large indices of images on WWW. Hence, they require a large-scale web-crawling mechanism for the whole WWW and continuous web-crawling to keep their indices up-to-date for practical use. However, they limited crawled Web sites in their experiments, and did not make large indices covering the whole WWW. This shows difficulty to make these system more practical like Google image search.
In contrast to those systems, due to exploiting of existing keyword-based search engines and on-demand imagegathering, our system does not require making a large index in advance, and does not require a large-scale webcrawling mechanism and continuous updating of an index. Therefore, our system can be used for practical use unlike other works on WWW image search. Online demo of trial version of our system is available at http://img.cs.uec.ac.jp/ demo/.
Our method of image-gathering
The final goal of our image-gathering system is to gather images on WWW related to the query keywords given by a user as input. Note that our system is not called an image 'search' system but an image 'gathering' system, since the objective of our system is not to search a user a few highly relevant images but to gather a large number of relevant images. Fig. 1 shows the processing flow. Since an image on WWW is usually embedded in an HTML document that explains it, the system exploits some existing commercial keyword-based WWW search engines, and it gathers URLs (Universal Resource Locator) of HTML documents related to query keywords. In the next step, using those gathered URLs, the system fetches HTML documents from WWW, analyzes them, and evaluates the intensity of relation between the keywords and images embedded in HTML documents. If it is judged that images are related to keywords, the image files are fetched from WWW. According to the intensity of relation to the keywords, we divide fetched images into two groups: images in group A having stronger relation to the keywords, and others in group B. After this step, for all gathered images, image features are computed.
In CBIR, a user has to provide query images to the system, because it searches for images based on the similarity of image features between query images and images in an image database. In our system, instead of providing query images, a user only needs to provide query keywords to the system. Then, we select images strongly related to the keywords as group A images, remove noise images from them, and regard them as query images only by examining keywords. Removing noise images is carried out by eliminating images which belong to relatively small clusters in the result of image-feature-based clustering for group A images. Images which are not eliminated are regarded as relevant images to the query keywords, and we store them as output images. Our preference of larger clusters to smaller ones is based on the following heuristic observation: an image that has many similar images is usually more suitable to an image represented by keywords than one that has only a few similar images. This selection is based on the majority rule. Next, we select images that are similar to the query images from group B in the same way as CBIR, and add them to output images.
Compared with the conventional systems, our ondemand image-gathering tends to take relatively longer time. For speeding up our image-gathering, we design and implement a parallel processing system on a PC cluster. With a modest set of hardware which consists of several ordinary PCs and a broadband line (such as an xDSL or a fiber line), our system achieves fast image-gathering of a large number of images from WWW in a real-time way.
Collection and selection
The image-gathering process in our system consists of two kinds of part. They are a collection part and a selection part.
The collection part
In the collection part, by means of some commercial keyword-based WWW search engines, the system obtains URLs, and then, by using those URLs, it gathers images from WWW. The algorithm is as follows:
1. A user provides the system with query keywords. 2. The system sends queries to commercial keyword-based search engines, and obtains URLs of HTML documents related to the keywords. 3. The system fetches HTML documents indicated by the URLs from WWW. 4. The system analyzes HTML documents, and extracts URLs of images embedded in the HTML documents with image-embedding-tags (IMG SRC and A HREF). For each of these images, the system calculates a score which represents the intensity of relation between the image and the query keywords. Note that an evaluation method used here is similar to a method commonly used in image search engines for WWW [12, 13, 21] . The score is calculated by checking the following conditions: -TITLE tag includes the keywords.
-H1,…,H6 tags include the keywords, if these tags are located just before the image-embedding-tag. -TD tag including the image-embedding-tag includes the keywords. -Ten words just before the image-embedding-tag or ten words after it include the keywords.
If the final score of a given image is higher than 3, the image is classified into group A. If it is higher than 1, the image is classified into group B. The system fetches only image files whose images belong either to group A or B. If the size of a fetched image-file is larger than a certain predetermined size, the image is handed to the selection part. In the experiments, we fetched only JPEG files.
The reason why we made Condition 1 highly evaluated is that our preliminary experiments turned out that an ALT field, link words and a file name had high tendency to include keywords related to the image. In case the HTML document does not include imageembedding-tags at all, the system fetches and analyzes other HTML documents linked from it in the same manner described above, provided that it includes a link tag (A HREF) which indicates URL of HTML documents on the same web site. This following links is done by only one depth, not recursively.
The selection part
In the selection part, the system selects appropriate images for the query keywords out of images which are collected in the collection part. The selection is based on the image features. The algorithm is as follows:
1. In the first step, for each of the collected images, the system makes a color histogram as image features [22] . Rather than making a color histogram directly for the RGB color space, we make it for the Lu* v* color space into which the RGB color space is converted. The reason for this is that the Lu* v* color space is known to represent the human color sense better than the RGB color space [23] . We quantize the Lu* v* color space into 216 (6 for each axis) bins, and make a color distribution histogram represented in a 216 dimension vector for each image.
In the current implementation, we use these simple image features to speed up the selection process, although we can use other sophisticated image features proposed in many CBIR researches. 2. For each pair of images in group A, the distance which represents the degree of dissimilarity between the two images is calculated based on their image features. In the calculation of the distance, we do not adopt the Euclid distance but the distance which considers the proximity in the color space [24] . The distance between ith and jth images is computed by
where h i and h j represent ith and jth image's image feature vector, respectively, c is a constant, and d ij is the Euclid distance between ith and jth bin of each color histogram.
Based on the distance between images, images in group
A are clustered by the cluster analysis method. We adopt a hierarchical clustering method out of the existing clustering methods, because a hierarchical clustering method requires the minimum distance as the pre-determined constant and does not require the number of clusters in advance, which is different from the k-means clustering method. The hierarchical clustering method is one of the simplest clustering method. In the beginning, each cluster has only one image. For each pair of clusters, if the distance between them is smaller than a certain threshold, they are merged into the same cluster. The system repeats merging clusters, until all distances between clusters are more than the threshold. For using this methods, we have to define an inter-cluster distance. Several method to compute it have been proposed so far [25] . Here we use the farthest neighbor method (FN) as one of hierarchical clustering methods. In the FN clustering method, we define the distance between clusters as the largest distance between two images belonging to mutually different clusters. Fig. 2 shows an example of a result by hierarchical clustering, which is a dendrogram. Images that have many similar images make bigger clusters, while unique images make smaller clusters. 4. Here, we regard images in the larger clusters as relevant ones and images in the smaller clusters as irrelevant ones. Then, the system throws away small clusters which have fewer images than a certain threshold value.
In the experiments, we set 5 percent of the total number of images in group A as the threshold. It stores all images in the remaining clusters as output images. In addition, the system computes an average feature vector of each cluster for all the remaining clusters. 5. The system selects some images out of ones in group B, and adds them to output images. The way to select images out of ones in group B is based on the distance between a feature vector of one and an average vector of each remaining cluster. If an image in group B has less distance than a pre-determined threshold from an average features of one of remaining clusters, it is selected as an output image.
By the processing described above, finally we obtain output images related to the given keywords as the final results of the image-gathering system.
Parallel implementation
In our system, unlike the conventional image search systems for WWW, we do not make any index of images in advance, and we gather images from WWW on demand. Because of this, the image-gathering process takes relatively longer time than that of the conventional systems. In order to speed up the whole process, we implement our system on a PC cluster, by which we achieve not only parallel processing within the collection part but also concurrent processing of the collection and selection parts.
Parallel processing within the collection part means that the system generates many collection processes on multiple PCs, and they gather images from WWW in parallel. Imagegathering by only one process can be very inefficient, since it must sequentially wait for every response from Web servers on WWW.
Concurrent processing of the collection and selection parts means that, before all the constituent processes of the collection part terminate, some processes in the selection part start. In the collection part, the process terminates when a collection process has collected all HTML documents and image files indicated by URLs. This implies that the load of the system gradually decreases, since the number of active collection processes decreases as time progresses. When the system starts access to HTML documents of all URLs obtained from text-based search engines, without waiting for the completion of fetching all the images, we can start to extract image features from images which have been already fetched and also compute distances between images in group A (Fig. 3) .
The system consists of a master PC and some slave PCs as shown in Fig. 4 . The master PC issues search requests to keyword-based WWW search engines, manages URLs of HTML documents related to the keywords returned from the search engines, and select images from group A and B sent from slave PCs based on their images features.
Each slave PC has one management process(MP), some image collection processes(ICP) and one image analysis process(IAP).
An MP receives URLs from the master PC, and distributes them to ICPs within the same slave PC. Each ICP receives URLs from MP and fetches HTML documents indicated by those URLs. Then, it extracts URLs of image files, and evaluates the intensity of relation between images and query keywords. Finally, it fetches high-scored images from WWW, and transfers them to an IAP within the same slave PC.
An IAP receives images from ICPs, and extracts image features from those images. More specifically, an IAP works as follows. Each time it receives a new image in group A, it computes distances between the new one and images received before. In addition to this, when any slave PC finishes all of its ICPs, it starts to receive image features from other slave PCs which have not yet finished their own ICPs at this point of time, and then it is able to compute After all ICPs terminate, the IAP sends image features and distances to the master PC. Note that no images themselves are sent to the master PC in order to reduce the total volume of date to be sent.
Experimental results
We have implemented the system on a Linux-based PC cluster, which consists of one master PC and eight slave PCs. Their CPUs are Intel Celeron 450 Mhz, and their memory size is 256 MB for each. We set the number of ICPs on each slave PC as 80.
Evaluation of gathered images
We show experimental results for eight keywords in Table 1 , which describes the number of image URLs extracted from all HTML documents, the number of images collected from WWW, the number of selected images, and the execution time in case of eight slave PCs. Numerical values in parentheses as ðpÞ and ðp; rÞ represent the precision ðp%Þ and the recall ðr%Þ; which are defined below.
In the collection part, we used five major Japanese search engines Goo, Infoseek Japan, Lycos Japan, Ocn Navi, and Excite Japan at the same time to obtain URLs related to the keywords, and merged the search results of five engines by omitting duplications. For each keyword, the system obtained about 2000 URLs of HTML documents in about ten seconds. It fetched and analyzed HTML documents, and finally we obtained several hundreds of images from WWW. Fetched images were divided into two groups, A and B, by analyzing HTML documents as shown in Table 1 .
For example, in case that 'lion animal' was an input of a keyword, the system obtained 1699 URLs of Web pages including the keyword from five WWW search engines after avoiding 301 duplications. Next, it fetched 1979 HTML files indicated by the obtained URLs, and we extracted 1363 URLs of JPEG image files from them. The number of HTML files was more than the number of URLs obtained from WWW search engines, since the system sometimes fetch HTML files linked by Web pages indicated by obtained URLs. The system classified the image's URLs into group A and group B, and fetched ones of them the size of which were more than a certain pre-determined size from WWW. As a result, 72 images were collected in group A, and 216 ones were in group B. Note that we used not 'lion' but 'lion animal' as a query keyword since our targets were not 'lion' images of non-animals such as cars named as 'lion' and a statue of Singapore Marlion, but 'lion' images of living animals in a zoo or the Africa. We evaluated these fetched images by the subjective evaluation. For this, we judged selected images as either OK or NG. Two undergraduates who majored in Computer Science judged OK/NG for all gathered imaged. If judgments of two are different, final decision was made by deliberations of two. Here, OK means that the image is relevant to the keywords, and NG means that it is irrelevant.
In Table 1 we describe three kinds of the precisions and two kinds of the recalls. The first precision is the one of image URLs extracted from all fetched HTML documents. Although in the actual use the system fetches only images belonging to A and B groups, in this experiments we fetched all image files whose URLs were extracted from all HTML documents and judged images as OK/NG for computing the precision of image URLs. It is defined to be N URL OK =ðN URL Þ; where N URL ; N URL OK are the number of image URLs and the number of URLs of OK images.
The second is the precision of collected images, which is defined to be N col OK =ðN col Þ; where N col ; N col OK are the number of collected images and the number of OK collected images, respectively. This precision is computed for each case of group A, group B and total.
The third precision is the precision of selected images, which is defined to be N sel OK =ðN sel Þ where N sel ; N sel OK are the number of selected images and the number of OK selected images, respectively. This precision is also computed for each case of group A, group B and total.
In Table 1 we also describe the recall of collected total image and the recall of selected images for each case of group A, group B and total. They are defined to be N col OK =N URL OK and N sel OK =N col OK ; respectively. If the number of OK images in the whole WWW N WWW OK would be countable, we would define the recall for the collected and selected images to be N col OK =N WWW OK and N sel OK =N WWW OK : Actually it is impossible, so that we defined them as described above.
In case of 'lion animal', the precision of 1363 extracted image URLs were only 10%, and 60 images and 57 images were decided to be OK out of 72 images collected in group A and 216 images in group B, respectively, by the subjective evaluation of two persons. The precisions of group A, group B and the total (group A þ group B) were 83, 26 and 41%. This proved that image selection by keyword evaluation employed in this system worked effectively.
In the selection part, we selected images from group A by the image-feature-based clustering and removing small clusters which have fewer images than 5% of the number of images collected in group A, and selected images from group B by the same way as CBIR.
In case of 'lion animal', 15 clusters were made by the image-feature-based clustering. Since the number of images in group A was 72, 5% of it was 3 (omitting the figures after the decimal fractions). Selecting the clusters the number of members of which is more than 3, the system selected 9 clusters and 62 images. In the experiments, there was a tendency that the more the number of collected images increased, the more the number of irrelevant ones increased and the larger the size of clusters consisting of irrelevant images got. Therefore, we had adopted a relative number, which was 5% of the number of collected images, as a threshold for removing small clusters. This threshold was decided based on the results of the preliminary experiments. The number of relevant images out of these 62 ones in group A was 57 by the subjective evaluation, and the precision and the recall were 93 and 95%, respectively.
Next, after selecting images whose were similar to any cluster from ones in group B, 66 images were selected from 216 ones. Their precision and recall were 42 and 49%, respectively.
Finally, the total number of output images for 'lion animal' was 128, and their precision and recall were 42 and 49%, respectively.
In each experiment, the number of the final output images was about half of the number of collected images. The precision had been much improved compared to the precision of collected images which were collected only by evaluating the keywords. Especially, we observed a better improvement for the images including objects (such as 'apple' and 'lion') whose color was essential to distinguish their images from others. Both the precision and the recall of most of output images were about 70%, which implies that our method was effective for image-gathering from WWW. Fig. 5 -8 show 'lion' and 'Mt Fuji' images selected from group A and group B, respectively. In each of the figures, we show three of the groups generated by the clustering analysis method and 12 images in each group. Fig. 9 shows the precision and the recall of group A images, group B images, and total results for the eight keywords. In the figure, two lines represent the precision of selected images by the selection part and the precision of collected images only by the collection part, respectively. Here, we will discuss the results based on this figure and Table 1 .
Discussion on the results of the experiments
For group A images, the precisions of collected images were more than 70% for most of keywords, and were much superior to the precisions of image URLs. This indicates effectiveness of our heuristic used in the collection part for evaluating image URLs. Particularly, the heuristics about file names were effective, since most of images whose file names include 'lion' were 'lion' images. Exceptionally, in case of 'baby' the precision was low since many 'baby goods' images were collected from Web sites of companies selling baby goods. The precisions of selected images of all the keywords except 'baby' and 'apple' were more than 90% and were superior to ones of collected images. The recalls were about 90% since the selection of Group A images was basically elimination of the noise images, and in this selection we eliminated only a small number of images. In case of 'Mt Fuji', since no less than 541 images were collected by the collection part, the value of 5% of the number of collected images, which was the threshold for selecting clusters of group A images, were as many as 27. Therefore, many clusters were eliminated by such relatively big threshold, and 317 images out of 517 ones are selected. How to decide the threshold for selecting clusters is one of our feature works.
For group B images, the precisions of collected images were from 25 to 74%, which was relatively low rates. For the selected images, there was a tendency that the more the precision got, the less the recall got, and the less the precision got, the more the recall got. The balance of the precision and the recall is adjustable by changing the threshold for selecting group B images. We discuss this issue in the next Subsection. Comparing the precisions of collected images and selected ones, the precisions of selected ones were obviously superior to the precisions of collected ones. This turns out that the method to select images that are similar to an average feature of any cluster out of collected group B images worked effectively.
For total images which were the sum of Group A images and Group B ones, while the recalls of selected images were from 53 to 88%, the precisions were from 67 to 82%. The precisions of selected images for all the keywords were superior to the precisions of collected images. Particularly, in case of images which have salient colors such as a yellow 'lion' with brown Savannah, white 'Mt Fuji' with blue sky, and a red 'apple', because of adopting color histogram as a image feature, image-feature-based selection worked effectively and the precisions were much improved. On the other hand, in case of 'baby' with various color clothes and variable color face due to illumination change, the ratio of improvement was relatively small, and this show that only using color histogram as a image feature is not enough for that case. Therefore, we think utilizing of other image features is one of our important future works. However, changing image features causes improvement for some case and degeneration for other case. Selection of image features is not easy problem.
Since Mt Fuji is the most popular mountain in Japan, there are many images of Mt Fuji in Japanese web sites. There are relatively fewer images of 'Nomo' than images related to other keywords, since 'Nomo' is a person's name. However, because most of 'Nomo' images were fetched from sports news web sites and appropriate keywords were always attached to their ALT tags, their recall became very high.
These discussion described above proves that our proposed method, which does not require a user's intervention during the processing and is selecting larger clusters and selecting similar images to any cluster, is effective. We achieved gathering more than one hundred images, except 'Nomo' that was a proper noun, without advance Web crawling.
Experiments in case of changing the thresholds
We made an experiment in case of changing the minimum number of members of selected clusters, which are made from images in group A in the selection part. The keyword we used in this experiment is 'lion animal'. The results are shown in Fig. 10 .
The graph shows the precision of the final output images on the vertical axis and the recall on the horizontal axis in case of changing the minimum number of selected members m from 1 to 10. When we increased m from 1, the precision raised at first. It reached maximum when m equaled 4. However, if m was increased still more, the precision got down, since relevant clusters were removed in addition to irrelevant ones. This turns out that the threshold for selecting of clusters is not good to be too big and too small.
The next experiment is on the threshold for selecting images from images in group B. Fig. 11 shows the variation of the precision and the recall in case of changing the threshold value t gradually, which is the maximum distance between an average vector of each cluster and an image feature vector of each image. In this experiment we set m as 3 as the condition of selecting relevant clusters. The points on the upper left parts correspond to smaller t; and ones on the lower right parts correspond to larger t: This shows that the threshold for selecting images from group B affects the final result greatly.
Comparison of execution time
In Table 2 , we compare the execution time in terms of the execution type in case of 'lion' as a query keyword. It shows the execution time for the sequential execution of the collection part and the analysis part as well as for the concurrent execution of them with zero slave PCs and eight slave PCs. Note that zero slave PCs means that one PC plays both roles of a master PC and a slave PC at the same time.
In the parallel execution with zero slave PCs, the speed-up is 1.09 times compared to the sequential execution with zero slave PCs. The more the number of slave PCs increases, the greater speed-up is obtained. In the experiment with eight slave PCs, the minimum execution time is 67.9 s, and the speed-up is 4.2 times compared to the sequential execution time with zero slave PCs. This shows that the parallel implementation on a PC cluster is effective. Fig. 12 shows the execution time, where the number of slave PCs varies from one to eight. As the number of slave PCs increases, the execution time has become shorter. In order to analyze the execution time in details in terms of the number of slave PCs, we define TO(time overhead) [26] that represents an overhead of the execution time in the experiment compared to the ideal execution time T ideal by n slave PCs. It is defined as follows: where T n is the execution time by n slave PCs. Since all PCs have the same CPU speed in this experiment, T ideal is T 1 =n: Fig. 13 shows the time overhead TO, where the number of slave PCs ranges from one to eight. TO increases almost linearly to the number of PCs. This is explained by the following observation. As the number of slave PCs increases, the number of URLs assigned to each ICP decreases, and, consequently, the relative proportion (for the whole execution time) of sequential processing time at the master PC as well as parallelizing overhead increases. This causes the linear increase of TO for the number of PCs.
In Fig. 14, we show the average rate of gathering HTML files and image files from WWW during ten seconds, where n is the number of slave PCs ranging through 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8.
Our experiments are carried out with 12 Mbps (Mbit per seconds) network link to the Internet. In case of one slave PC, the maximum rate is 2.8 Mbps. In case of eight slave PCs, the maximum rate is 6.3 Mbps. In this experiment, the maximum rate increases as the number of slave PC increases. If we increase still more PCs and ICPs, we can probably obtain a further improvement of the maximum rate.
Conclusions
In this paper, we described design, implementation, and experiments of a fast automatic image-gathering system from WWW. The only input we have to give to the system is a list of query keywords, and then the system carries out collection of Web images by on-demand crawling over WWW and analyzing HTML files and selection by imagefeature-based clustering and picking up larger clusters without a user's intervention during the processing. Unlike other WWW image search systems, there is no need to crawl over the whole WWW in advance, because of utilizing commercial text-based WWW search engines. We have achieved the high precision and recall that are about 70% without any knowledge about target images by means of both the keyword-based selection and the image-featurebased selection. Furthermore, we have achieved fast imagegathering from WWW by implementing the system as a parallel system on a PC cluster. This makes our system more practical.
In the current implementation, we use only a color histogram as an image feature for image-selecting. For future work, we plan to exploit textures and edges as image features and to integrate word frequency histograms of HTML documents with image features. As some parameters for thresholds used in the system are given by hand at present, we plan to decide them by learning. In the experiments, the precision of images in group B are not enough, so that I will improve how to select group B in order to raise the precision.
Furthermore, recently we are studying a Web image mining project [7] , which focuses on a generic image recognition/classification by using gathered images from WWW as training images. For that project, we are extending this system in order to gather much more Web images.
